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foes—Slavs, Danes, Magyars—he had been successful. The The achie-
prestige he had won, especially by his victory over the
Magyars, and the perfecting of the military machine, were
assets for a wider sphere. And in that sphere he had shown
that he had to be obeyed. The dukes had been forced to
submit, and Lorraine had been reunited to the German
kingdom. Eberhard of Franconia had assisted in his elec-
tion ; Arnulf of Bavaria was friendly and had co-operated
with him against Bohemia; Gilbert of Lorraine was bound
to him by marriage-ties and self-interest; finally, in Suabia,
on the death of Burchard, the duchy was given to a Franconian
count, Herman, who married Burchard's widow, and his
fidelity was to be a great asset to Otto I. The dukes were
left with a large measure of autonomy, but they were not
independent. Henry I was thus more than a Saxon king.
He differed from his predecessors, in that he made no attempt
to govern the whole kingdom. He concentrated on strength-
ening the part where were his domains and his real power,
and in this way he laid the political foundations of the
German kingdom.
As the eldest legitimate son of Henry I—for his half- Otto I
brother Thankmar had been born of a marriage which the
Church refused to recognise—Otto was the unquestioned
heir to the duchy of Saxony. Further, his succession to the
throne had been ensured by his father, who, shortly before
his death, had obtained the assent of the magnates at a
council at Erfurt in 936. The principle of election had to
be accepted, but the king was usually allowed to designate
his successor. The only objection came from Otto's younger
brother Henry, who thought he had the better right since
he was born when his father was king, and he nursed a
grievance which led to much future trouble. Otto I was
in his twenty-fourth year when his father died. He had had
the normal training of his kind—in hunting, fighting, and
knightly exercises. Of other education he had received
nothing, save in the stories of the heroes of old, which were
calculated to fire the young warrior to emulation ; in later
years, with his sturdy frame, ruddy complexion, long beard,
and shaggy chest, he was a fit subject himself for a saga.
In letters he received no training, and, like Charlemagne, he

